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�ఖ �� కధనం: 

�స���ర� 

- �ఖ� సత���యణ శర� 

 �స���ర� స��� స�ప�ంత�న ‘�జ�ల�డ’ �రమం� 

�.శ.1114� జ��ం��. ఈ �ంతం మ���� �ం�నద�, క��టక� 

�ం�నద� చ����ల� ������ ఉ���. తం� 

ఉ�మ�శ��� ఇత�� గ�తం� �� ���. 36 సంవత��ల 

వయ��� ‘���ంత ��మ�’, 69 సంవత��ల వయ��� 

‘కరణ��హలం’ అ� �ం�ల� ర�ం��. ఇద�� �స������ 

ఉం�ట� ఇత�� �స���ర� (�ండవ)� �����. ��� �స�ల 

��� �స�����ల ����, అత� త��త �� �� �ప� గ�త 

పం���� ����న��. 

 ���ంత ��మ�� అసం��కం� ల���న� �త ���, ��ధ 

�ష�� 35� �ం�న ��ఖ�ల వల� ఇ� �� ��రం� ఉన��� 

����ం�. �.శ.1587 � అక��, �.శ.1634� �జ�� ��� ప��య� 

�ష�� అ���� ��ం��. గం�ధ��, (గ��మృత�ర), 

�ర��� (�ర���శ), గ�శ �వ��� (�������) ఇ���ల��� 

����న �ం�� ���. ఆం���దం ��న ��� �ధ�� 

వల�భ���. ���ంత ��మ� �స�ృత�న �ంథo. ఇ� ��వ� అ� 

�� (అంక) గ�త�, �జగ�త�, గ����యం, ����యం అ� 

��� ���� �ం�. ���ంత ��మ� �����, ��వ�, 

�జగ��ల� ����� ఎ��వ ������, అ���� ��వ���. 

�స��� రచన �లభ�హ�ం� మ�జ��న ఒక �వ�ం� ఉం�ం�. 

 ���ంత��మ� గ�తం�� �ద� �గ�న ��గ�తం, 

అంకగ�త ��న� ��వ� ��� 13 అ���� క�� ఉం�.   
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TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS 
 

Mathematics is a subject with its own dignity and pride. 
Mathematics has a strong position in all fields of science and 
technology. With its greater importance, we insisted on 
learning mathematics from our childhood to still. Lack of 
mathematical knowledge and skill could not make a man to 
progress in life since it is required in our day to day life. We 
can say Mathematicians rule the world with their immense 
inventions. Who have a responsibility of giving such 
mathematicians? Of-course teacher has an important role in 
creating a mathematician. But now teachers are producing 
students with little mathematical skill and does not create an 
insight of discovering new things in mathematics. 
  "Life is good for only two things, discovering 
mathematics and teaching mathematics". - Simeon Poisson 
Thus, teaching mathematics is good. But, Are we teaching in a 
correct way? Are we are imparting mathematics knowledge to 
discover new horizons of mathematics. Think over you. Hence, 
teaching of mathematics has a greater importance in a life of a 
person. The root of such teaching and learning should be 
strongly kept in lower age. If not, the growth will not be an 
expected one. There are so many ways of teaching it. Here 
comes the better ways of teaching mathematics to the students 
at primary level. Hopefully, it will help to adopt the suitable 
method of teaching. 

Source : Internet 
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ఇ� మంగ�చరణం �వ �ర�న� �రంభ� 

 �� సద� �తస� వ�� చ�ర�� �ప� �ం ప� ���ం 
 సం��� �ర �మ�మల ప�ౖ �� �త� ��ప�� 

 అ� �శంస� వ�వ�రం� ఉన� �వ����, ��క సర�ల 

��ణం, ���, �లత�, �న�� �లత�; ప�ల� �ర�చ��, 

��� ����లతల� ప��� �కరణం అ� 1వ అ��యం �ర��o�.  

 ఏక, దశ� �రం�ం� ప�ర�(10
17

)  వర� సంఖ��, సంకలన, 

వ�వకలన, �ణ�ర, �గ�ర, వర�, వర��ల, ఘన, ఘన�ల అ� 

అష�ప�కర��: �న���, �న�ం� ప�కర��, axb=ab, (-a)(-b)=ab,  

-a(b)= -ab, a(-b)= -ab; + సంఖ� �క� వర��లం + �� - అ�� 

�వ��న�, ఋణ సంఖ�� వర��లం �ద� ����. 

 ‘ఖ’ అం� ���� a+0=a, a-0=a, ax0=0 అ��క 

a÷0=ఖ�రం (అనంత�) అ� �ప�టం� �హ����� క�� ఖ��తత�ం 

��ం��. ఖ�రం అంకగ�తం� ���డద� �జగ�తం� 

�డవ��న� అ���. ���� �గ����, ఆ ఫ�త ల���� స�� 

�ర��ం�న �ద� ���త� �స���. ఈ �ధం� ‘అష�ప�కర�’ మ� 

�ండవ అ��యం ����ం�. 

 అ��యం 3 ��ర����యం� ��మ పద��. ఇ�� ��వర��, 

వర��ల�, ���క పంచ��క, సప�, నవ��క కర�ల ��ం� 

�యబ�ం�. 

 ��మ వ�వ�రమ� �ల�వ అ��యం� వ��, �భ 

న���, �వర� గ�త� ����� – సం���, చంద��� 

�యబ�ం�. �య� ఛంద�న సమవృత��� 64 అ� ���ం�ట� 

���తం �స�� ��జ�� ��వబ� ��పద (���య� �రం) 

�స�రణ� �ణ�ల అమ�క క����ం�. ��- ���ర ��� �� 

�ంగ��� (�.�.200) �యబ�న�. 

 
   3 

Purpose of mathematics club 
One of the main purposes of a mathematics club is to 
provide the opportunity and climate for students to study and 
present before their peers, exciting topics in mathematics 
that are not ordinarily discussed in the class room. 
 

    - Dalton, L.C., & Synder, H.D.   
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త��త �� వ�వ�ర�� అంక��, �ణ��, ��వ�వ�ర�, 

�త (excavacation), ��(piles), �కచ� (swan pieces), �� 

(heaps),  �య (shadow), �ట�క� (pulversiser), అంక�శ� 

(combinations- permutations) అ� అ���� అ�క ఉ�హరణల� 

�శ�� – జ��� పధ��� చక�� ఈయబ���. ��వ�� ��� 

278 ���� ఉ���. 

��� ఉ�హరణ�  

 ‘ద� ��ణ లభ�త ................’ ��కం� (�� 89) 

 * ఒక ద� ���� 300 ��� పం��  వ�� �. ఒక ప��� 30 

��మ�పం��  వ�� �. ���పం��  ఇ�� ��మ�పం��  ����లం� 

– ప� ���పళ��  వ�� ��మ�ప�� ఎ��?  అ� సమస� ఉం�.  

 ��ల ��వ� ఇ� ఉ���.  (��.2) 

     20 వ�ట�� = 1 ���         4 ���� = 1 పణం 

     16 ప��  = 1 �మ�ం    16 ���� = 1 �ష�ం 

 * ��  మ���� � ��� ��ల��  గద, చక� �, పద��, 

శంఖ� అ� ��� ఆ��ల� �ర�� ఎ��ర�ల ��� ��� 

ఏర�డ��? 

 * మ�శ��� ప� ��ల�� �శ�, అం�శం, సర��, 

డమ�, క�ల�, �ల�, ఖ��oగం (మంచo ��), శ�� ,  

�ణ�, ధ��� అ� ప� ఆ��� ఉం� �� అమ�క� ��� ��� 

�డ� ఎ�� ��� వ�� �? వం� సమస�� అoక�శం� 

క�����. అంక�శ వ�వ�రం� ,
r rc pn n ��� ఉ�హరణల� 

�వ�ం��. r వ���ల� k వ���� ఒక రక�, 1వ��� 

మ�కరక� అ�న���  ఏర�� ����ల సంఖ�� ��ం ఇ��న 

�ద� ���త� �స������. 
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LEELAVATHI MATHEMATHICS CLUB: 
 Leelavathy Mathematics Club has been formed in 
Montessori Mahila College of Education, Vijayawada on 21st 
Nov, 2014 under the guidance of the Honorary President of the 
Club and the Principal of the college Dr.G.Padma Tulasi. 
 The office bearers of the club are: 
G.Pavani (President), K.Harika Shehu(Academic Secretary), 
G.Koteswari (Administrative Secretary), T.Apurupa Lahiri 
(Public relations) and K.Sirisha (Treasurer).  
The members are - U.Jyotsna, C.Kavya Nandini, Sk.Mastanbi, 
S.Dhanalkshmi, Ch.Vasavi from Mathematics Methodology; 
N.Neelima, T.Asha from Biology Methodology; T.Bala 
Anuradha, K.Madhuri from Social Studies Methodology; and 
Sk.Dada Jigini from English Methodology.  
 The office bearers and the members discussed and 
arrived at some proposals for the conduction of programmes 
during Dec2014-March 2015. The proposals include 
Ramanujan birthday, Maths Quiz for school students and 
Mathematics cultural activities. 

- T.Apurupa Lahiri 
‘Student –Teacher’ President 

M.M.College of Education  
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 In every class we find few pupils, who have an interest in 
mathematics and who are high achievers in the subject. The 
talent of such pupils should be properly nurtured in the class 
and also outside a regular class. For this purpose it would be 
useful to start mathematics club in the schools. Variety of 
activities can be organized in the mathematics club. 

 - N.P.E -86 
 

 An organized group of individuals, having a somewhat 
homogenous level of interest and ability in mathematics, 
who meet periodically to discuss mathematical topics 

- Good, CV 
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�ర� ���హక స��� 

1. �. T.V.��� ���, �ం�� 

2. �.Sk.����� �, నరస�� �ట 

3. � J.��శ�ర ��, ���� 

4. � Ch.జగ��ధ��, �జయ�డ 

5. � S.��ం���, ఏ�� 

6. � Y.నర�ంహం, �జమం� 

7. � B.V.రమణ, త�� 

8. � B.��హ�ణ�ం, �జయ�డ 

9. � J.L.�ం���, �జయ�డ 

10. � R.��� పవ�, �జయ�డ 

11. � K. మ��వ శర�, �జయ�డ 

12. � T.S.V.S.�ర���యణ ���, అమ��రం 

 గ�త చం�క �తన సం�దక �ర�వర�o స�ల� ���ల� 

��ంపబ�ం�. జనవ� – 2015 �ం� గ�త చం�క వ���గత (��) 

చం� �.500, సం��గత (��) చం� �.600� �ర��ంచబ�ం�. 

 ���న� స��� అ���ష� �ర���� �స�ృత ప��ం�� 

అ�క �చన�, సల�� ఇ���. �జ�న స��ల �ర���ల� �� 

��ం�న ���ల ���వన మ�� �శంస జ��ం�. ఈ సందర�ం� 

�.��ళ� ఏ��, �.�� �హ��� �, �మ� �ధ�లత ల� 

ఎ.ఐ.యం.ఈ�. �తన �ర�వర�ం స��� ఘనం� స���ం��. � 

Ch.V.నర�ం���, �.భవ�� సత���యణ � �తన �ర�వర� 

స��ల� అ�నం��� భ�ష���� �యవల�న �ర���ల� 

��ం��. 

- M.B.V.��శ�ర��, 

- �ర�ద�� 
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 ఒక అ�� అం�ల సంఖ� కల�. అ�దం�ల �త� ం 13. ఆ 

సంఖ�� ‘o’ ఏ�� నం �� ��. అ�న ఎ�� ర�ల సంఖ�� అ�� � 

ఏర�డగల�? 

 91111, 82111, 72211....ఇ� సంఖ�� మ�� ���� ����� 

19111, 11911... �� ��� ఏర�� సంఖ�� �త�ం 495 అ� 

���ం��.  

 ఈ �ధం� మ�రంజక గ�తo �� ��దగ�తం పధ��� 

సమస�� ఉ���. �స������ తన �ంథo� �ధర, �ప�, 

�హ��ప�, పృ�దక��� �ద�న ��� ����ం��. ��� 

ఈయబ�న సమస�ల� సం�ప�పర�, అ�వృ��ప�� ఇ���. 

 ���� క����� ���� ��� ఒక �ందర�న ��కం 

 చక� �� o���త స�� ��� దృష� ం త�� 

 ���ర� �ం కమల క��గ� ం �త�� ప� �ణ� 

మందం మందం చ�తమ���హతం హస� ��� 

త��న�గ�ం గణక కథయ �ప� మంభః ప� �ణ� (��.155) 

 �మర��� ��� �ల�� �� �ట��� �క�� �� ���� 

మనల� గ�తం����, ��త�ం�� ఎం� ���� ఆనందం� 

������ం�. మ� ��� ఉ�హరణ�: 

 *‘ఒక �ర� ��� �� తన దగ� ర గల ధనం� ½ �గం ప� �గ� 

�నం ���. ���న ���� 2/9 �గం ��� ఇ���. 

���న��� ¼ ��� ప��ల �సం ఖర��ం�. ���న��� 6/10 

�గం గయ� ఇ���. ఇం�� ��� వ��స�� 63 ���� ���న 

�దట� అత� తన� ������న ధన�ంత?.  (��.54) 

*క�� � చంప��� అ�� �� ��� సం�ం��. సగం 

��ల�  క�� � ��ల� ���ం��. వర� ���� 4�ట� � 

��� ల�, ఆ� ��ల� శ����  ��� �. �� ��ల� ఛత� ం, 

ధ�జం, ��ల� ఖం���. ఒక �ణం� క�� � �ర�� ��ం��. 

అ�న అ�� �� ప� ��ం�న �త� ం ��� ఎ��? (��.76) 

    5 
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*  ఒక  స� ంభం �ద��  ఒక �లం, ఆ స� ంభం�ౖ న ఒక �ం�� 

�మ� ఉ���. స� ంభం ఎ��  9 హ�� �. ఆ స� ంభం ఎ�� � �����  

�రం �ం� కన�ం �� వ�� న� ��� ��న �మ� అడ� ం� ���ౖ � 

��ం�. ఆ �ం�ం� �గ� స�నం� ఉం� ఆ �మ�, �� క���� 

ఎంత �రం� క��� �?(��.152) 

 * ��� �ద �� హ�� ల ఎ�� న �ం� ��� ���� 

����. ��� ఒక� అంత ఎ��  �ం�, �� ��� న �� అక��� 

�ం�వందల ��� �రం ఉన� ���� �జ��� న ��ం�. 

�ండవ�� �ం�ం ఎ��, స�ర� ��నం� ��� , అక�డ �ం� కర� ��� న 

ఎ��� ���� ��ం�. �ం�� స�న ��� క��  ఉ���. ఓ 

���ం��! �� గ�తం� స��ౖ న ప�శ� మ �� ఉం� ఆ ‘గం�’ �క� 

ప� �ణం (ఉజ� య�నం) ఎం� ���? ( ��.157) 

 సమస�ల� రమ�యం� ����గంధం� అ�� మ� మన� 

అం�ం��. గ�తo పట� అ��� �ంచ��� ఇ�వం� ��నం �� 

ఉప�గప��ం� అన��� సం��ంచనక����. 

�జగ�త�� 

 1.ధన, ఋణ ��ల� వ�వ�ర�� 2.�న� ప�కర�   

3.సం�త వ�వ�ర� 4.కర�య సంఖ�ల� వ�వ�ర� 5.�ట�క� 

6.�ండవ తరగ� అ���త స�కర�� 7.ఏక వర� స�కర�� 8.వర�� 

����� వర�స�కరణ �ధన 9.అ�క వర� స�కర�� 10.��త 

స�కర�� - �ధ�� ��ం� కల�. ఈ �గం� 213 ���� 

ఉ���. 

 ‘���’� �గ�రం ��ం� a ÷ 0 = ఖ�రం అ�  �� �ం� 

ఏ� ����� ���� ����ండవ� ఇం�� అనం��న అ����ం� 

�త గ��� ���, �క ���� ఆయన స��పం� ��� ఉండ�� 

అ� ఉదహ�ంచటం ఎంత చక�� ఆ�చన! 

  
 

    6 

iv.    A.I.M.Ed. �ర�వర� స��శ� : 

  �14-9-2014 ఉదయం 10గం.ల� �జయ�డ, 

సత���యణ�రం, ����� మం�రo ���� నం� A.I.M.Ed. 

సర� సభ� స��శం జ��ం�. ఈ స����� � M.S.R.�� అధ���త 

వ�ంచ� �Ch.V.నర�ం���; Prof.భవ�� సత���యణ 

అ���� �జ���. అధ��� ��ప��� అనంతరం 

�M.B.V.��శ�ర�� �ర�ద�� ���క� సమ��ం��. అనంతరం 

M.SET-2013 క��న� � R.�ధ� ప�� �ర�హణ� సంబం�ం�న జమ 

ఖ��ల ���క� సమ��ం��. ��� సభ ఏక �వం� ఆ��ం�ం�. 

M.SET-2014 ప�� క��న� � � ��శ�రం, � క��న� � � �� 

�శ��ధ��ల� �య���, ప�� �.24-11-2014న జ��ట� 

�శ��ం��. అనంతరం A.I.M.Ed. �తన �ర�వర� ఎ��క జ��ం�.  
 

A.I.M.Ed (2015-17) – �తన �ర�వర�ం 

��క��    : � Ch.V.నర�ం��� 

అధ���    : �M.S.R.�� 

ఉ�ధ���    : � R.సం�నం 

    : � ��ళ� ఏ��  

�ర�ద��   : � M.V.B.��శ�ర �� 

�జర�    : � G.��శ�రం  

అకడ�� ��ట�   : �.M.���స ���  

అ������� ��ట�  : �. K.కృష� ��� 

ప���ష� ��ట�   : � D.����� 

ఎ���ష� ��ట�   : � ఆ�.��� 

��ం� ��� ���� క��న�  : � M.���స�� 

��� �డ� కన���ం�    : �మ�.�.�ధ� లత 
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iii    BHASKARA 900 
 Vidya Prasarak Mandal(VPM), Thane organised 

Bhaskara 900: International Conference on the 900th birth 
anniversary of Bhaskaracharya from 19thSep2014 to 21stSep 
2014. Dr.Sudhakar Agarkar, Dean, VPM’s Academy of 
international education and research described the genesis and 
outlined the conference programme. Dr.Vijay Bedekar, 
chairman Vidya Prasark Mandal delivered welcome speech 
Prof. S.R.Sarma described the background of the conference. 
The chief guest Padmavibhushan Dr.Anil kakodkal, a well 
known nuclear scientist of India, delivered inaugural speech. 
       A key note address was given by Prof.S.G.Dani, President, 
Indian Association of the History of Mathematics (IAHM). 
Many distinguished scholars from India and abroad presented 
papers on various topics like 
      *  Bhaskaracharya’s life and times.          *The Lilavati 
      *  Bhaskaracharya’s poetic genius.              *The Bijaganita 
      * The Siddhantasiromani, ganitadhyaya, goladhyaya 
      * The Karanakutuhala 
      *  Persian translations of Bhaskaracharya’s works 
     * Pedagogical importance of Bhaskaracharya’s works today. 
 
 A team comprising of members of A.I.M.Ed of A.P. 
Dr.D.S.N.Sastry(Machililpatnam),sriP.S.N.Sastry (Vijayawada) 
and sriT.S.V.S.Satyanarayana Murty (Amalapuram) attended 
the conference. Sri P.S.N.Sastry, former President, A.I.M.Ed, 
summarised the activities like Seminar on History of 
mathematics, Expo on Ancient Indian Mathematics, Quiz and 
Talent tests at school level conducted by the association during 
the year. 
                 The conference provided an opportunity for novice-
expert interactions. It has created a conductive environment to 
pursue studies related to history of science and mathematics in 
India. 

- P.S.N.Sastry 
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అవ�క� సంఖ�ల� ��ంచ��� �వ� .. �వ�, �లక, �లక, 

�తక, ��తక వం� ప�ల� ఉప��ం��. అవ����� 

స�న��య�న ��� సంకలన, వ�వకలన� �యవ�� �� ��న� 

��� అ� �య�ద� ����. స�వరం, హంస�, �మర��, 

జల��, �నసస�వరం, ��ల��, ��లప��� అ� అడ�, 

���గ�, ప��ల�గంధం, �ల�����, ���, ���, �హ� ఇ� 

అ�క�న �కృ� అం�ల� ఏర��న ��� వర�స�కర�� 
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 ; �� �ధన� �స������ మన� అం�ం��. 

�జగ�తం � ఇ��న మ���� సమస�� :- 

i. ��� �� �� సంఖ�ల �త�ం, �� వ��ల �త��న� 

స�నమ�న�� ��� సంఖ�ల� ����. 

ii. ��� �� �� సంఖ�� వ��ల �త�ం, �� ఘ�ల ����� 

స�నమ�న�� ��� సంఖ�� ����. 

iii. ఒక లంబ�ణ ��జం� సం��పరం� కర�ం, ������ 

స�నమ� ���; ��ల�ం, �� ��ల ల���� స�నం 

అ�న�� ��� క���ట. 

iv. 3 212 6 35x x x   అ� ఘనస�కరణం, 4 22 400 9999x x x    

అ� �ల�వ ప��ణ స�కరణం �ధన� �వ�ంచబ���. 

ఋణసంఖ�ల� వర��లం ����� అ� �య��� �స������ 

��ం�� అం� అ� (���తం మన ప��ష�) �స�వ సంఖ�� �� 

అ� ��ం��.  
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v. ,a b a b c d     ల� a, b, c, d � అకర�య 

సంఖ��న��� వర��లం క��� పద���.  

 �స��� �జగ�త� ఒక చక�� �ఠ��స�కం వ� 

�యమబద�ం� ర�ంచబ�న ఉత�మ��� గ�త�ంథ�.  

 �డవ �గ�న గ����యం �� �స�ృత�ం�. ఇం�� 

��ల� సంబం�o�న గ�త� �వరం� �ప�బ�ం�. 

 �వ�  అ��యం ����యం� 15 ��� ���� 

 ����న �హ���, న�� మండల �మం వ��oచబ� �ం�. 

�� స�శ�� �రణం�� అనం��శం� �ల��న�ద� ��� ఏ� 

ఆ�ర� �ం� అ���ద� ���� 

         అకృష�  శ�� చ� మ�త��తః స�స� o ����� �ఖం స�శక� � 

అకృష�� తత�త�వ ��స� స�వ� క� పత��యం � 

అ� ��కం� ��� ఆకర�ణశ�� �ంద� ��వల� ఆ�శం�� 

����యబడ� �� వ���� అ� తన ��� ఆక��o��o�న�ద�, 

అం�� వ��� ���ద ప��న��� క����న�ద� �వ�ం��. �� 

ఆకర�ణశ�� ��ం� ఇంత స�ష��న అవ�హన క�� �న� �స��� 

త��త ��ట� �� ఈ �వ� ��� వందల సంవత��ల�� 

ఏ���ం� ��య�. లంక, యమ��, �మకపట�ణ�, ���� 

వం� అం�ల�; �ప��, ��సం, �ర�చం�� ��ల �మణ, 

ప��మ��, �లగణనల� �వ�ం��. ��ణ�� ���, ���� 

��ల క�� ��� (�ద�కం) త���యటం, యం��� త�� 

�యటం, ఉత�ర ద�ణ ధృ��, �హ�� ��ం� �వ�ం��. �� �డ 

వల� చం��హణం వ��ంద� చం�� కళ� కనబడ��� �ర�ల� 

����. �హ���ల� క��న��� ఉప��ం� ��� యం�ల 

వర�న ఇ�� అ�����న �లం�ల� క����లం� యం�ల 

స�యం ఎం� అవసరమ� �క�ం��. 

 
   8 

ii  ONE DAY SEMINAR : 
 

Maris Stella College, P.G and U.G departments of 
Mathematics in collaboration with Association for 
Improvement of Maths Education (A.I.M.Ed), Vijayawada 
organized a one-day seminar on 25.06.2014 about ‘History of  
Mathematics’.  

Chief Guest Prof.P.V.Arunachalam, former Vice-
Chancellor, Dravidian University, Kuppam in his inaugural 
address stressed upon the importance of history and 
contributions of ancient Indian and European Mathematicians, 
also the need of history of Mathematics in classroom teaching.  

 
The lectures conveyed on this occasion: 

 Sri M.V.S. Rao Vyas Memorial Lecture on ‘Mathematics 
models-Classroom experience’ was delivered by Dr. 
Prakhya Satyanarayana Sharma, Lecturer, M.M. College of 
Education, Vijayawada. 

 Prof.Meenakshi Sundaram Memorial Lecture, on ‘Life and 
contributions of Prof.Meenakshi Sundaram ’ was presented 
by Sri.K.M.Sastry, Rtd. H.O.D, Andhra Loyola College, 
Vijayawada. 

 Dr.S.R.Sarma Memorial Lecture was presented by 
Sri.N.Vijay Prasad Rtd. Principal, Govt.Arts College, 
Rajahmundry , on ‘A famous theorem in Geometry’ 

 Prof R.C.Gupta Endowment Lecture on ‘Life and works of 
Bhaskaracharya’ was conveyed by Sri.D.S.N.Sastry, 
convenor AIMEd and Rtd.Principal A.J.College of 
Education, MTM. 

Power-point presentations on Ancient Indian Mathematicians 
were presented by 2nd year degree students Miss. Chinmayi, Sai 
Priyanka and Alekhya of the college. AIMEd appreciated them 
with mementos. 
 

- P.G and U.G departments of Mathematics,  
Maris Stella College 
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సభ� – స���� 
i. �స�ర��� 

�స���ర� 9౦౦వ జయం�� �రస��ం���  �����వ� 

���, అమ��రం ��జ� ప��� 10మండ�ల�� ఉన�త �ఠ�లల� 

�ం� దశల� గ�త చ�� ��� జ��ం�. �.శ.5వ శ�బ�ం �ం� 12వ 

శ�బ�� �రత గ�త �� చ�� ఆ�రం� �.25-07-2014న ���న� 

��� �ర��ం� అం�� �ద� �ం� ����� ��త�న ��ల� 

�న� ��� � ఎం�క ���. �స���  ��తం- గ�తకృ�  ��నం� 

���న��, �న�� అ� �ండం��� ��� � ఎ�� ���న ��న ఆగ��-5 

న అమ��రం మ��� �ం� ���ప� ���� నం� ఆ ��ల� 

�ర��ం��. �న� ��� � వ�స� �ద� �� ���ల� ���న 

�ంల ఆ��� �����ల� గ�త �ం��, ఆ �� �ఠ�లల� 

��ం�� బ�క�ం��. �న� ��� � ���న� అ���ం-ల 

�����ల� ఆర�భట� గ�త మండ� మ�� ���� ప���ష��, 

మ��పట�ణం అ��త �మ� ���� �ర���� గ�త �ం�ల� 

బ�క�ం��. 

��� ప�ష� ఉన�త �ఠ�ల, కం��ప� �థమ �����; ��� 

���ం� ����, ����వరం ���య �����; ��� ప�ష� ఉన�త 

�ఠ�ల, �.�ద�� తృ�య ����� �ం��. బ�మ� ���త�వ 

సభ� గ�తఅవ�� T.S.V.S.�ర���యణ ��� అధ��త వ�ంచ�, 

�K.�మ��హ�ణ�ం(H.M,M.G.M.����), �M.�ంబ�వ�� 

(����, ��� �����) �.P.V.సత���యణ ��� (���� �డ�), � 

P.పళ�య� శర� (H.M., ZPHS, అ���రం) ���క ఆ������, 

��జ� ఉప��������� �మ� R.S.గం� భ�� �ఖ�అ��� 

���� ���హ�ల�, ���న� �����ల� అ�నం�o��. 

- T.S.V.S.�ర���యణ ���, ��� క��న� 
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రక ర�ల యం��, ప��� �� వ��ం� అ��ం�క�� � 

(���) యం�ం ఉం��� అనటం� ���ప� (practial work) క�� 

గ�త ���� ఎ��వ ��ఖ�త �స������ ఇ��డ� �ంద� 

అ��య�. స�యం� ��� (automatic) యం�ల� �� 

����ం��. �వ� అ��యం� ��ల �క��, ��ణ��� �ం�న 

మ���� సమస�ల స���� కల�. �స���ర� ‘����య’� 

in( ) in . os s .S A B S A C B Co A SinB    (��. 21, 22) 

���� ఉప��ం� 

   
   

1
2 2 21

)sin
2 2

A B
i SinA SinB CosA CosB

     
 

 (��. 13)   
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R వృత� ���ర�ం (��.7-9) ��� �బట�వ��న� ��ం��. 

���ంత ��మ�� అక�డక�� క�త���య� �ద���� ఋ�వర�నం 

�� �� ‘ర��ల సం�షం �సం ఈ �న� క�త. ఇ� 

��ంచ���వ�� ఉం��!’ అం��. 

�ండవ �ంథo కరణ ��హలం �హగణన �లభం�  �� 

పద��� �వ���ం�. 2 21Nx y   �ధన� �స��� అ�స�ం�న 

‘చ��ళపద��’, 17వ శ�బ�� ����, ఆ�ల�, ��ం� � 

��ం�ం�న ‘ఇన��� ���� �థ�’ అ�, ���తం ‘���’ స�కరణం� 

��ంచబ��. ‘�స�ర స�కరణం’� ��ం�ల� ��ద� ����� 

�ంట� అ��యం. 2 261 1x y   � �స��� అ� �న��న ���ంక 

�ధన (9 మ�� 10 ����న� సంఖ��) ఇ���. �� ఇ� సమస� 

500 సంవత��ల త��త ��క� బ��� ఒక ‘��ం��బ�ం’� 

ఇవ�బ�ం�. 
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�ర�య  గ�తం� ���� �ళ� ఘనప��ణం, ఉప�తల 

��ల��ల� ���� ఇ���. ఇం�� అ�స�ం�న పద���, 

గమ�� ఖ��తం� �క�క�� �యత�ం� ‘����కగ�’ అ� పధ�� 

��శ�ట�డం; ఒక �������  అ�క ��� ��ం��� �భ�ం�

�����ంశ వ�స అంతర�ల� ఆ �హ� ���గ�ల� అంచ� 

�యడం వం� అం�ల� ‘calculus’ �ధ�క అం��

(sin ) cos .     అ� ���� �ల��న ���� 

‘��ర� స�����..... ��� � �రంతరం’ ����. �ఫ���య� 

����ల� � మ�ంత �ం�� ��� ‘ఒక ��యం  �� గ�ష� ��వ 

వద�, ��యం �క� �ఫ���య� �య��o� �న�ం అ��ం�

అర�ం వ�� ��� ‘�హగ�తo’ అ��యం� ‘యత� గ� హస�పరమం ఫలం 

త�� వగ� ఫ���న భ�తవ�ం .....’ అ� ��కం� ����. ��� 

�� ��న �వన ఇక�డ ��ంపబ�ం�. ఈ �ధం� �ఫ���య� 

����ల� �� ��� �థ�క మ�� ��న అం�ల�, 

అ�వం� ఆ�చన� ��న �థమ గ�త������ �స������ 

ఇ��� గ�తచ�� ప��ధ�ల �త ఏక�వo� అం�క�ంపబ�����

�స������ ���� ���oత��ల� �తం �ం�ంచగ��న 

�ం� గ�త ��� అన��లం�� ��గ��ం�. �శ�వం�త�న 

గ������� �స��� ��� ���ం�. 
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CORRECTION:  We express our sincere regrets for the 
misprint of Sanskrit text in volume 15 (issue 1 & 2) 
“Mallikarjuna Suri A Great Mathematician and Astronomer of 
12th century – Andhra” Page :4. The correct text should be :

-Editor
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ఉప�తల 

, �హ 

అ� పధ�� 

����  అ�క ��� ��ం��� �భ�ం�, �� 

గ�ల� అంచ� 

�ధ�క అం�� 

అ� ���� �ల��న ���� 

�ఫ���య� 

ఒక ��యం  �� గ�ష� ��వ 

� �న�ం అ��ం�’ అ�  

యత� గ� హస�పరమం ఫలం 

��� �రం 

ఈ �ధం� �ఫ���య� 

, అస� 

మ గ�త������ �స������ 

� అం�క�ంపబ�����! 

త��ల� �తం �ం�ంచగ��న 

�శ�వం�త�న 

He defined syllogism as, "...a discourse in which certain 
(specific) things having been supposed, something
from the things supposed results of necessity because these 
things are so." 
 

Mobius was a German mathematician
astronomer. He is best known for his discovery of the Mobius 
strip, a non-orientable two-dimensional surface with only one 
side when embedded in three dimensional Euclidean space
Many mathematical concepts are named after him, including 
the Möbius transformations, important in projective geometry, 
and the Möbius transform of number theory
in number theory led to the important 
the Möbius inversion formula. In Euclidean geometry, he 
systematically developed the use of signed angles and line 
segments as a way of simplifying and unifying results.
 
Nicolas Bourbaki is the collective
group of (mainly French) 20th-century
the aim of reformulating mathematics
and formal but self-contained basis, wrote a series of books 
beginning in 1935. With the goal of grounding all of 
mathematics on set theory, the group strove for
generality. Their work led to the discovery of several concepts 
and terminologies still used, and influenced modern branches 
of mathematics. 
 
George Cantor was a German mathematician, best known as 
the inventor of set theory, which has become a
theory in mathematics. Cantor established the importance 
of one-to-one correspondence between the members of two 
sets, defined infinite and well-ordered s
the real numbers are "more numerous" than the
numbers. In fact, Cantor's method of proof of this theorem 
implies the existence of an "infinity
the cardinal and ordinal numbers and their arithmetic.
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syllogism as, "...a discourse in which certain 
having been supposed, something different 

from the things supposed results of necessity because these 

German mathematician and theoretical 
astronomer. He is best known for his discovery of the Mobius 

dimensional surface with only one 
side when embedded in three dimensional Euclidean space 
Many mathematical concepts are named after him, including 

, important in projective geometry, 
of number theory. His interest 

led to the important Möbius function μ(n) and 
. In Euclidean geometry, he 

systematically developed the use of signed angles and line 
segments as a way of simplifying and unifying results. 

is the collective pseudonym under which a 
century mathematicians, with 

mathematics on an extremely abstract 
contained basis, wrote a series of books 

35. With the goal of grounding all of 
set theory, the group strove for rigour and 

generality. Their work led to the discovery of several concepts 
and terminologies still used, and influenced modern branches 

mathematician, best known as 
the inventor of set theory, which has become a fundamental 

in mathematics. Cantor established the importance 
between the members of two 
ordered sets, and proved that 

are "more numerous" than the natural 
. In fact, Cantor's method of proof of this theorem 

infinity of infinities". He defined 
numbers and their arithmetic.   
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WHAT IS MATHEMATICS? 

Suddapalli Tribhuvan,
8th class,Chirala.

      Mathematics reveals hidden patterns that help 
                             us to understand the world around us.  
                             Mathematics is more than arithmetic and 
geometry. Today it is a diverse discipline that deals with data, 
measurements, and observations from science with inference, 
deduction, and proof. In general Mathematics is a science of 
pattern and order. Its domain is not molecules or cells, but 
numbers, chance, form, algorithms, and change. 
 
       The term Mathematics is derived from Greek 
words,”Mathanein” and “Techne”. The meaning of these 
words are ‘to learn’ and ‘an art or technique’ respectively. The 
art of learning techniques related to disciplines or faculties is 
the meaning of the above two terms. In Sanskrit, ‘Gan’ means 
‘counting’. Hence Mathematics means ‘sum’. The word 
mathematics is derived from the Greek term ‘Mathematikos’, 
meaning ‘inclined to learn’. We have a vague idea that 
modern civilisation is the result of the progress of science i.e., 
physics, chemistry, biology, astronomy etc. But it is 
Mathematics that is responsible for modern progress of 
civilization. All laws of physics are clothed in mathematical 
language and require mathematical calculations. Hence it is 
called the language of science. 
 
     The development of mathematics started right from the 
ancient times, passed through the medieval ages and now 
bursts in to today’s new mathematical developments and 
modern creativity .This is the result of contributions of so 
many mathematicians throughout the world. Some of them are 
Aristotle, a Greek philosopher born in 384B.C  whose 
contribution to mathematics was in logic.  
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Suddapalli Tribhuvan, 
class,Chirala. 
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Mathematics is a science of 

pattern and order. Its domain is not molecules or cells, but 
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- �.�.�మశర� 

Director, BRS IIT Foundation 
Vijayawada 
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ON INDIAN RUPEE SIGN 
- M.V.Naga Reethu,                                                                           

7th Class; Chirala. 
 
       Money plays an important role in all our lives. We 

need money for so many purposes. One day our Maths teacher 

was introducing a word problem to us “Mohan earns 40,000 

per month”. She said this ‘ ’ is the symbol we use for rupee 

just as we use ‘+’ for addition. Previously it was denoted as Rs. 

Then I wonder why there is an equal symbol on the rupee sign. 

Our teacher explained that this symbol is designed from 

Devanagari letter ‘Ra’ and Roman capital letter ‘R’. The letters 

are derived from the word Rupiah in Hindi and Rupees in 

English both denote the currency of India. The horizontal lines 

denote the arithmetic sign ‘equal to’ which denotes that the 

country’s economy is defined with respect to currency value 

and also relationship of comparison of currency values. The 

equality sign also signifies a balanced economy, our economy 

should be secured and stable forever. 
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7.  3, 5, -5, … 
     The first term in the sequence of numbers of shown above is 

3. Each even-numbered term is 2 more than the previous 
term and each odd-numbered term, after the first, is -1 times 
the previous term. For example, the second term is 3+2, and 
the third term is 51 . What is the 55th term of the 
sequence? 

   (A) -5   (B) -3        (C) -1 (D) 3  (E) 5 

8. The least integer of a set of consecutive integers is -25. If the   
   sum of these integers is 26, how many integers are in this set? 
   (A) 25  (B) 26       (C) 50 (D) 51  (E) 52 

9. A company produced 300 appliances in the first week of the  
   month. Because it received additional machinery, its  
   production increased 50 percent from the first week to the  
   second week. How many appliances did the company  
   produce the second week? 
 
10.  Exactly 4 actors try out for the 4 parts in a play. If each  
    actor can perform any one part and no one will perform more  
    than one part, how many different assignments of actors are  
    possible? 
 
11. Esther drove to work in the morning at an average speed of  
    45 miles per hour. She returned home in the evening along  
    the same route and averaged 30 miles per hour. If Esther  
    spent a total of one hour, how many miles did Esther drive to  
   work in the morning? 
12. A certain triangle has two angles that have the same  
    measure. If the lengths of two of the sides of the triangle are  
    50 and 30. What is the least possible value for the perimeter  
    of the triangle? 
Answers 
1. B, 2. D, 3. B, 4. E, 5. C, 6. E, 7. A, 8. E, 9. 450, 10. 24,   
11.18 miles,  12. 110 
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          Math Olympiad Sample Problems for middle 
school students 
1. If 932 x , what is the value of 34 x ? 
     (A) 5 (B) 9 (C)15  (D) 18     (E) 21 

2. There are 8 sections of seats in an auditorium. Each section  
    contains at least 150 seats but not more than 200 seats.  
    Which of the following could be the number of seats in this  
     auditorium? 
    (A) 800  (B) 1,000 (C)1,100 (D) 1,300 (E) 1,700 

3. The average (arithmetic mean) of x and y is 5 and the  
    average x, y, and z is 8. What is the value of z? 
    (A) 19  (B)14 (C)13  (D) 11  (E) 3 

4.  In the figure, a small square if inside a larger square. What  
    is the   area, in terms of x, of the shaded region? 
    (A) 2x-10  (B) 10-2x    (C)25-2x    (D) x2- 25  (E) 25-x2 

5. During a game, the blue team scored one-sixth of its points  
    in the first quarter, one-fourth in the second quarter, one- 
    third in the third quarter, and the remaining points in the  
    fourth quarter. If its total score was 36, how many points did  
    the blue team score in the fourth quarter? 
    (A) 6    (B) 8         (C) 9 (D) 12  (E) 25 

6. If 4 less than 3 times a certain number is 2 more than the  
    number, what is the number? 
    (A) -1   (B) -3       (C) 1 (D) 2  (E) 3 
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MATHEMATICS ANXIETY  
CAUSES AND PREVENTION 

 
                                                                    *D.S.N. Sastry.                                                                                                                

dsn_sastry@yahoo.com 
*B.V.L.Narasimha Rao.                  

narasimharaobanda@gmail.com 
 *T.S.V.S.Suryanarayana Murty 

  ganitaavadhani@rediffmail.com 

1. Introduction 
Anxiety is worry or uneasiness about what may happen 

(Webster’s New word Dictionary). Like stage fear, math 
anxiety can be a disabling condition, causing humiliation, 
resentment, and even panic. Anxiety is something felt, an 
unpleasant emotional (affective) state that is universally 
experienced (Freud, 1936). Most people experience anxiety 
some time or other life time. Anxiety is worry or uneasiness 
about future consequences. Just like heart attack, we sometimes 
come across anxiety attacks also. During that time the heart 
beat will be around 150 or so and blood pressure around 200. 
In such a situation, that individual will be admitted in ICCU 
ward.  That stage is peak stage in anxiety.  
 Similar to that, every child experiences anxiety during 
the school life particularly while taking a test or during the 
mathematics class and so on. As consequent to that, he may 
experience similar feeling in mathematics classes. Gradually, 
he will get fear if he hears the word ’mathematics’. Such 
feelings are termed as mathematic anxiety. The definitions of 
mathematics anxiety are given by a number of mathematicians 
from different angles. Some of them are presented hereunder. 

2. What is math anxiety? 
Mathematics anxiety is an emotional, mental and physical act 

related to the mathematical thinking and problem-solving 

process and resulting from uncomfortable past experiences 
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related to mathematics. Feelings and experiences like this will 
further affect a student’s ability to learn mathematics.  It is 
described as a construct that involves cognitive and affective 
behaviors. This construct is related to personality type, 
negative attitudes toward mathematics, math avoidance, math 
background, teaching behavior, achievement levels, lack of 
confidence and negative experiences in school. According to 
Tobias and Weissbrod, (1980) the panic, helplessness paralysis 
and mental disorganization that arises among some people 
when they are required to solve a mathematical problem is 
math anxiety. Tobias, S (1993) defines Mathematics anxiety as 
feeling of tension and anxiety that interfere with the 
manipulation of numbers and the solving of mathematical 
problems in a wide variety of ordinary life and academic 
situations. It can cause one to forget and loose one’s self 
confidence. Ashcraft and Faust,(1994) stats that the feelings of 
tension, apprehension, or even dread that interfere with the 
ordinary manipulation of number and the solving of 
mathematical problems is math anxiety. The author of the 
famous book, "Learning to Love Math" Dr Judy Willis (2010) 
says that math anxiety can literally cut off the working memory 
needed to learn and solve problems. It is the level of discomfort 
that occurs among students in response to situations involving 
mathematical tasks. (Trujillo and Hadfield, 1999)  

3. Reasons/ factors/ causes for math anxiety. 
1.  Math anxiety has been related to personality type, a negative  
    attitude toward mathematics, mathematics avoidance,  
    mathematics background, instructor behaviors, level of  
    mathematics achievement, lack of confidence, and negative  
    school experiences. 
2.Teacher’s personality, examination/evaluation system, parent      
    and peer group influence. 
3. Teaching styles, attitudes of teachers, help/support that is       
    being received in the class room teachers and peers remarks     
    etc., 
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 Now (as seen above), the expression in the square 
brackets is  -360.  

Therefore the L.H.S. of (3) is positive and hence the 
relation (3) is not possible. 
Therefore no n-digit number (n>4) satisfies (A). 

 If m is a 1-digit number >1, then   0123  mmmm

and hence no 1-digit number (>1) satisfies (A). 

 The 2-digit numbers ab  90,90  ba for which 

a3+b3 is a 2-digit number are 13, 14, 22, 23, 24, 30, 31, 32, 33, 
34, 40, 41, 42 and 43.   
 None of these numbers satisfies (A). 
 Suppose that a 3-digit number abc satisfies (A).  Then 

      011010 2222  ccbbaa  

 Note that 102-a2>0 
 Suppose that then 10-b2>0 and 1-c2<0.  Then 

     11010 2222  ccbbaa ---- (4) 

Now 2,1,0,91  ba  and 92  c   

 It is easy to verify that (4) is valid only when a=4, b=0, 
c=7.  Hence 407 satisfies (A) in this case.  Suppose that 10-
b2<0 and 1-c2>0 .  Then 0,94  cb and 91  a  and  

     10110 2222  bbccaa  

It is easy to see that this is valid only when a=3, b=7 and c=0.  
Hence 370 satisfies (A) in this case. 
 Suppose that 010 2  b  and 01 2  c .  Then 

       91,94,11010 2222  cbccbbaa  

 It is easy to see that this a valid only when a=1, b=5, 
c=3 and a=3, b=7, c=1. 
 Hence 153 and 371 satisfy (A) in this case.  Hence the 
3-digit numbers that satisfy (A) are 153, 370, 371 and 407 
only. 
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 It is easy to see that the values of L.H.S. consist of 4-
digit numbers and only one 3-digit number 999.  Of these 4-
digit numbers, the numbers with 1 in the first place are: 1098, 
1191, 1272, 1335, 1374, 1383, 1356, 1287, 1170 and 1992.  
R.H.S. consists of 1-digit, 2-digit, 3-digit and 4-digit numbers.  
Among the 3-digit numbers 999 is not present.  The 4-digit 
numbers are 1143, 1152 and 1359 only.  Hence the relation (1) 
is not possible. 
 Note that L.H.S. – R.H.S. contains both positive and 
negative numbers. Of the negative numbers the least  
is – 360. 
 In case (ii), 1,094 01  aanda  

 Therefore, 

       1011010 2
11

2
00

2
2

2
2

2
3

3
3  aaaaaaaa

    (2) 

 It can be verified that the values of R.H.S. consist of 2-
digit numbers and 3-digit numbers which are less than 999.   
The values of L.H.S. contain 4-digit numbers and only one 3-
digit number 999.  Hence the relation (2) is not possible. 
Note: that L.H.S. – R.H.S. contains only positive numbers. 

Similarly we can dispose of case (iii).  In this case 3,2,1,01 a

and 92 0  a . 

Note that here also L.H.S. – R.H.S. contains only positive 
numbers. 
 Therefore, there is no 4-digit number satisfying (A). 
 We now consider a n-digit number with n>4.  If 
possible, let the n-digit number 0121 ........ aaaa nn   satisfy(A). 

 Then 

         1 2 3 2 2 2 2 2

1 1 3 3 2 2 1 1 0 0
10 ....... 10 10 10 1 0n

n n
a a a a a a a a a a

 
            

 Now the minimum value of 

  ,0,10 1
2

1
1

1  


 nn
n

n aaa is 

  )41,1(9.......991101 21  ndigitsnx n  
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4. The recognition that is being received in the class room and     
    outside the class room. The humiliations and            
    discouragements received etc too can lead to math anxiety. 
5. The conservative or conventional attitude of teachers and  
     parents towards math achievement can lead to math anxiety. 
6.  The body language of the teachers in the class, the teachers  
     discouraging words or remarks can trigger math anxiety. 
7.  Lack of support in the class or at home too can lead to math    
     anxiety. 
8.  Social stereotypes or false notions about math achievement  
     or its utility too can lead to math anxiety. 
9.  Parental expectations, unwarranted comparisons, the  
     pressure on achievement particularly in mathematics or  
     mathematical sciences too can lead to math anxiety.  
10. Peer group influence is one of the important contributors of  
     math anxiety. 
11.The sense of scare of the teachers and parents towards       
    mathematics transfers to the students unconsciously  
    triggering math anxiety. 

4. Symptoms of Math Anxiety 
Math anxiety can manifest many symptoms of ill health and 
these could be psychological or physiological  
Psychological Symptoms: 

 Confusion. 
 Lack of confidence. 
 Panic stricken worry. 
 Negative thoughts   
 Sudden memory loss. 

Physiological symptoms: 
 Rapid heartbeat. 
 Sweating. 
 Nausea. 
 Stomach disorders 
 Headache. 
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Potential Origins of Math Anxiety 
Mathematics anxiety can have multiple origins and, as noted by 
Shields (2005), can be perpetuated in the home, society, and 
the classroom 
The home: In the home, parents who themselves suffer 
mathematics anxiety can unintentionally transfer such anxiety 
to their children. In the context of doing mathematics, the 
emotions expressed by one will inevitably and reciprocally 
shape the other within parent-child interactions (Else-Quest, 
Hyde, & Hejmadi, 2008). For example, children who are 
reproached for their errors may develop a fear of taking risks 
and exploring new possibilities, and may start hating 
mathematics. Parental disappointment and despair are 
especially demoralizing due to the value placed on the high 
positive regard of parents by children (Dossel, 1993), while 
parents giving mathematics low status or applying pressure to 
children may also contribute to the development of 
mathematics anxiety (Fraser & Honeyford, 2000). Stolpa 
(2004) also identifies how parents may unintentionally raise 
mathematics anxiety in their children by providing them with 
an excuse to stop trying when they are frustrated or upset due 
to difficulties with a mathematical task 
Society: Social factors such as mathematical myths may also 
induce or reinforce mathematics anxiety for some students. For 
example, the myth that boys are better than girls in 
mathematics and that only some people have a ‘mathematics 
mind’ can undermine positive self-efficacy beliefs. Too often, 
situations are encountered in which it is ‘cool’ to hate 
mathematics, with people readily stating, with some pride, ‘I’m 
no good at mathematics’, as though displaying a badge of 
honour or promoting membership to the I Hate mathematics 
‘Facebook’ group.  
The classroom: Despite young children starting school having, 
for the most part, a well developed, informal competence in 
mathematics, it is apparent that the classroom is also a place
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Mathematics anxiety can have multiple origins and, as noted by 
Shields (2005), can be perpetuated in the home, society, and 

: In the home, parents who themselves suffer 
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to their children. In the context of doing mathematics, the 
emotions expressed by one will inevitably and reciprocally 

Quest, 
en who are 

reproached for their errors may develop a fear of taking risks 
and exploring new possibilities, and may start hating 
mathematics. Parental disappointment and despair are 
especially demoralizing due to the value placed on the high 

of parents by children (Dossel, 1993), while 
parents giving mathematics low status or applying pressure to 
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I present here a proof of the fact that there are just four 
numbers (after 1) which are sums of the cubes of their digits 
and they are 153, 370, 371 and 407.
 We consider first numbers with 1
and more than 4 digits and show that these do not satisfy the 
property. 
“Number = sum of the cubes of its digits” 
If possible, let the 4-digit number a
(A).  Then 

   1010 1
2
2

2
2

2
3

3
3  aaaaa

 0;03  aa

The first term is positive and the second term is non
negative.  Therefore, the above relation is possible in the 
following cases. 

(i) 01010 2
0

2
1  aanda

(ii) 01010 2
0

2
1  aanda

and 

(iii) 1010 2
0

2
1  aanda

 In case(i), 2&94 1  aa

And 

    1010 2
11

2
2

2
2

2
3

3
3  aaaaaa
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I present here a proof of the fact that there are just four 
1) which are sums of the cubes of their digits 

and they are 153, 370, 371 and 407. 
We consider first numbers with 1-digit, 2-digit, 4-digit 

and more than 4 digits and show that these do not satisfy the 

“Number = sum of the cubes of its digits”       (A) 
digit number a3a2a1a0 satisfy the property 

    0110 2
00

2
1  aaa  

9ia  

The first term is positive and the second term is non-
negative.  Therefore, the above relation is possible in the 

0  

0  

0  

90 a  

  110 2
00  aa

  (1) 
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ఓ �న� ��ంబం, �న� ���రం, ప��మ, వ�వస�, �శం అ��� 

అ�వృ��� అర���ం �డ���ం�. ఆ��క ���త�� ��� ���ల� 

���ం�ల� త�� ����. ��� �స�వం� ���ంచ��� 

గ�త��ం ���. అర���ం� గ�తం �క� ��న��, గ�త, 

అర����ల సంబం�ల� అధ�యనం �� ����� ‘ఎక�����’ 

అం��. ���తం ������ అర���ం� గ�తం ఎ� 

ఉప�గప��ందం�... ��ం� మ�� సప�� మధ� సంబం�ల� 

�వ�ంచ��� ���� (functions)� �డ��. ���ం��� అమ� 

ప��ం�� �భ న���� ��� �య��� సం�వ�త (probability)� 

�డ�ం. ���ం�ల� ��క� �వ�ంచ��� �� � ఉప����ం. 

ఇ� �ప� ఆ��క ���క�, ���o�ల� ���� �గ� పథo� ప��� 

���ంచగల ఆ��క ����� గ�తం ఎం� ఉప�గప��ం� అన� �వరణ 

�న� �� ఎం� ఆశ�ర�o ��ం�.  

�ద� �ద� ���, �కమక �క�� ఎం�� ఉప�గపడ�� 

అ� అ��� �� ఓ మం� జ�� ���ం�. ��ల ���గ�� ��ం� 

అర������ గ�తం ���ద��� ఉం�ంద�, ఎం� 

ఉప�గప��ంద� �� �������. ఇ��� గ�తం �ద 

భయం��ం�. � �త� �పంచం�� గ���� ���సం�, �రవం� 

ఆ�������....... 
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where mathematics anxiety can develop and flourish. Research 
studies (e.g., Vinson, 2001) suggest that, in combination with 
the parental and societal factors, mathematics anxiety may have 
its roots in teaching and teachers, with mathematics anxious 
teachers resulting in mathematics anxious students at times. 
Teaching by mathematics anxious teachers is characterized by 
an over-reliance on traditional instructional activities such as: 
drills, flash cards, and work sheets; assigning the same work 
for everyone; teaching to the textbook; insisting on only one 
correct way to complete a problem; concentrating more on 
basic skills rather than concepts; and, whole class instruction 
(Gurganus, 2007). While traditional instruction may contribute 
to mathematics anxiety, so too does the culture of the 
classroom. Classroom culture can be defined as the behaviours 
and norms that guide classroom interactions. Experiences of 
learning mathematics in structured, rigid classrooms include 
little opportunity for debate or discussion, focus on searching 
for the one right answer, offer limited encouragement to reflect 
on thinking, expect quick answers, and emphasize timed tests 
(Shields, 2005). In such classrooms, it is likely both overt and 
covert teacher behaviours are implicated in fostering students’ 
mathematics anxiety (Breen, 2003). These behaviours include: 
unrealistic expectations of students; gender bias; giving poor 
explanations; hostility, anger or intimidation; embarrassing 
students in front of peers if a concept is not understood; and, an 
insensitive or uncaring attitude (Shields, 2005). While the 
classroom and the experiences provided can contribute to 
mathematics anxiety, so too can a ‘dropped stitch’. These 
stitches can be described as a gap in a student’s prior 
mathematics learning that prevents more advanced concept 
learning (Farrell, 2006) and can arise when students miss 
learning access to particular concepts due to shifting schools, 
illness, or other personal reasons (Freiberg, 2005). 
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Econometrics is the application of mathematics, statistical 
methods, and computer science, to economic data and is 
described as the branch of economics that aims to 
give empirical content to economic relations.  
       More precisely, it is "the quantitative analysis of 
actual economic phenomena based on the concurrent 
development of theory and observation, related by 
appropriate methods of inference." 
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5. The influence of math anxiety on math achievement.
The influence of Math anxiety on math achievement is 
tremendous. It lowers the morale of the students and 
confuses them in the testing situations. As a result they pick 
up wrong methods, apply irrelevant or wrong formulae 
follow pell-mell steps. They lose balance and exhibit the 
symptoms of nervousness. Most of the time the anxiety 
records achievement at a level much lower than the normal 
level. Thus the achievement is always low. As the anxiety 
inhibits thinking most of the time students’ escape from 
practice sessions, tutorials etc., this again and effects 
achievement.  

6. How to cope up with math anxiety? 
1. Current reforms in mathematics education that put the 

‘spotlight squarely on the social and cultural aspects of 
mathematical development’ (Walshaw & Anthony, 2008, p. 
516) require teachers to ensure that all students have 
opportunities to develop mathematical proficiency that 
includes a positive mathematical disposition.  

2. As mathematics anxiety is a learned condition (Nolting, 
2011), students can be helped to unlearn it. 

3. Hence teachers have an important role in the reduction or 
prevention of student mathematics anxiety.  

4. The research literature points to several promising ways 
teachers can assist in the unlearning, or even prevention, of 
mathematics anxiety in students. The variety of ways 
available to teachers discussed here include: building 
positive attitudes towards mathematics; utilizing journal 
writing, autobiography, metaphors, drawing, thought 
bubble pictures, bibliotherapy, and mathematics related 
fiction books; promoting an appropriate classroom culture; 
utilizing effective teaching practices; working to reduce 
one’s own mathematics anxiety; and, involving parents in 
school mathematics. 
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మ�� �క���

A.E

               

                         �� ఇంట� ��� �� �� ���� ���

� క��ల  �ద� ��. ����� �ళ���  �ద� �ద� ����

�త� �త� ����� అం� �త�� అందం� ఉం�

ఆనందం� ఉ��, �త� క��ల� ఓ �త� �పంచం� అ�� ���నం�� 

�� ఇక �� గ�తం ����నక�ర��

�యనక�ర��. ���� �� క��ంచ�

��, ఎ�� తరగ�� ��న ���� �ంటప� ��� ఇక 

�������నక�ర��. ఒక� �న���ం �ర��� ��ం�� 

���� అ��య� భయం��. 

సం�షం� �ం�ల�ం� �� ����� � తరగ� గ�� ����

�ంత�ప�� ఎక���� �క�ర� వ���

ఎక���� ��ష�త�, అవస��� ��ం� �వ��� ��మం� �క�లం� 

భయం��, ��� ఇష�ం �క� ���� �� మనం ������ 

ఎక���� � గ�తం ఎం� ఉప�గప��ం�

��న�త ఎం� ఉంద� �వ�ం��.  

ఒక� �ణం �� భయం, ఆశ�ర�ం

�పంచం�� �� �క�� �క�� క����  వ���� అ����

ఒక� ��షం ��టప� �నడం �రం�ం��

� �క�ర� ��� “అర���ం

స����గం ���� ��గ��� సంపద

�వ���ం�” అ���.  
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క���.... 

- P.�వ�� 

E.M; Andhra Layola College  

�� ఇంట� ��� �� �� ���� ���. అ� 

����� �ళ���  �ద� �ద� ����, ���, 

�త� �త� ����� అం� �త�� అందం� ఉం�. �� �� 

�త� క��ల� ఓ �త� �పంచం� అ�� ���నం�� 

ఇక �� గ�తం ����నక�ర��. ఇక �కమక �క��, ��ణ�� 

���� �� క��ంచ�, �బ� ���ం� ఆ��� ఇక 

ఎ�� తరగ�� ��న ���� �ంటప� ��� ఇక 

ఒక� �న���ం �ర��� ��ం�� 

. ఇ� ఆ��ం��ం� ఎం� 

సం�షం� �ం�ల�ం� �� ����� � తరగ� గ�� ����.  

�ంత�ప�� ఎక���� �క�ర� వ���. �ద� ��తరగ�� 

అవస��� ��ం� �వ��� ��మం� �క�లం� 

�క� ���� �� మనం ������ 

ఎక���� � గ�తం ఎం� ఉప�గప��ం�,   అర���ం� గ�తం 

 

ఆశ�ర�ం, �ధ క���. ఏం�! ��త� 

�పంచం�� �� �క�� �క�� క����  వ���� అ�����. �� 

ఒక� ��షం ��టప� �నడం �రం�ం��.  

అర���ం, �రత గల వ���ల� ఎ�� 

�గం ���� ��గ��� సంపద, సం��ల� �ం�� 
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16. .999999… = 1 
Here’s the proof:  if 
                                   10N=9.9999…then 
                                      N=.9999…. 
Subtract N from 10N, leaving you with 9N=9. 
So then N=1. But we already know that N=.9999… as well.  
So 1=.9999…. 
 
17. Cicadas use prime numbers as an evolutionary strategy. 
Cicadas incubate underground for long periods of time – 13 or 
17 years – before coming out to mate. 13 and 17 are both prime 
numbers. Its thought cicadas ended up in these prime number 
life-cycles because it meant they came into contact with 
predators on more round numbered life-cycles less often. 
 
18. 10! seconds is exactly 6 weeks. 
10! means 10 factorial. 10! = 10 × 9 × 8 × 7 × 6 × 5 × 4 × 3 × 2 
× 1 = 3628800 seconds. which is 42 days, or 6 weeks, exactly? 
 
19. 555 is used by some in Thailand as slang for “hahaha”, 
because the word for “five” is pronounced “ha”.  
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5. Identifying students’ emotions concerning mathematics is 
as important as identifying any cognitive skill (Zambo & 
Zambo, 2006). There is a range of ways in which teachers 
might first identify student emotions before bringing them 
out into the open through a classroom discussion of 
mathematics anxiety.  

6. Journal writing, while typically utilized to create 
opportunities for students to express their understandings of 
mathematical concepts, can also be used for sharing and 
reflecting on feelings about, and experiences with 
mathematics (Furner & Berman, 2003).  

7. Autobiographies (Ellsworth & Buss, 2000) in which 
students are encouraged to explain their personal 
mathematics background in writing, including family 
experiences of mathematics, may also provide students 
with the opportunity to express their feelings about 
mathematics. 

8. Metaphors can also be used to identify students’ feelings 
and opinions about mathematics (Wolodko, Willson, & 
Johnson, 2003). For example, teachers can encourage 
students to imagine mathematics as an object, thing, or 
experience (e.g., a type of food or weather, or an out of 
school activity) and to explain their choice through writing 
(see Gibson, 1994). Filling in thought bubbles, as seen in 
cartoons and comic books, has also been successfully used 
to reveal students’ feelings about participating in 
mathematics (Zambo & Zambo, 2006). These pictures can 
be analyzed by looking at the faces drawn for physical or 
emotional clues as well as the symbols, signs and words 
drawn in the thought bubble itself. 

9. Appropriate children’s literature can also provide a way 
past the obstructions to understanding and engagement that 
are erected by those who experience mathematics anxiety.  

10. Stories can bring mathematics to life, explaining 
mathematics concepts visually and providing models for 
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 “The difference between the poet and the  

      mathematician is that the poet tries to get his  
         head into the heavens while the mathematician  

       tries to get the heavens into his head.”  
 ― G.K. Chesterton 

 
“I'm sorry to say that the subject I most disliked  
was mathematics. I have thought about it. I think 
the reason was that mathematics leaves no room  
for argument. If you made a mistake, that was all 
there was to it.”  
-  Malcolm X     
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visual interpretation of concepts. More specifically, 
bibliotherapy, where people are helped to solve problems 
through the use of books (Aiex, 1993), offers affective 
strategies to caring teachers for dealing with mathematics 
anxiety (Furner, 2004). For example, in the book 
Mathematics Curse (Scieszka & Smith, 1995), the main 
character experiences tremendous discomfort when told by 
Mrs Fibonacci that you can think of almost everything as 
mathematics problem, though comes to realize mathematics 
is a means for making life easier. As the character shares 
their anxiety about mathematics, students may relate and so 
be prompted to talk about their own feelings regarding 
mathematics (Furner & Berman, 2003). 

11. As discussed earlier, classroom culture may, even 
unwittingly, promote the development of mathematics 
anxiety. To prevent or reduce mathematics anxiety, first 
and foremost requires a safe environment where students 
are secure in taking risks and where student thinking is 
respected. Classroom cultures found to be successful in 
reducing mathematics anxiety include asking questions and 
exploring ideas, thinking to make sense, and taking time for 
reflection (Haylock, 2007).  

12. Overriding any pedagogical and participation practices 
within the classroom is a teacher’s attitude. For those 
teachers that bring mathematics anxiety with them into the 
classroom, it is imperative that their own fears and insecure 
feelings are confronted and controlled (Martinez, 1987).  

13. To minimize mathematics anxiety, teachers need to 
demonstrate and model a positive attitude, including: 
portraying an optimistic disposition and a love for 
mathematics that shows mathematics as a cultural tool; 
promoting the value of mathematics by the way it 
contributes to society; and, getting beyond mathematical 
myths. 
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8. Zero is the only number that can’t be represented in Roman 
numerals. 
 
9. (6 × 9) + (6 + 9) = 69 
 
10. If you shuffle a pack of cards properly, chances are that 
exact order has never been seen before in the whole history of 
the universe. 
 
11. There’s not enough space in the known universe to write 
out a googolplex on paper.  According to Carl Sagan in the 
original Cosmos series. A googolplex is 10 to the power of a 
googol, or 10 to the power of 10 to the power of 100. 
 
12. The most popular favourite  number is 7. Nearly 3000 
people, around 10% of the total asked, chose 7 as their 
favourite number. The second most popular was 3. 
 
13. That might be because 7 is “arithmetically unique”. It’s the 
only number below 10 you can’t multiply or divide and keep 
within group. For example, 5 you can multiply by 2 to get 10 
(still within the 1-10 group), 6 and 8 you can divide by 2. 
 
14. 7 also shows up a lot in human culture. We have seven 
deadly sins, and Seven Wonders of the World. Not to mention 
colours of the rainbow, pillars of wisdom, seas, dwarves, days 
in the week…  
This might be because when these things came about there 
were celestial bodies visible in the sky (the Sun, the Moon, 
Venus, Mercury, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn). 
  
15. The number 4 is considered unlucky in much of Asia. 
That’s because the words for “four” in Japanese, Cantonese, 
Mandarin and Korean (shi, sei, si, sa) sound the same as the 
words in those languages for death. 
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Fascinating Maths Facts You’ll Probably 
Never Need To Use 

- B.V.Vaibhav
X-D, Nirmala High School,

 
                           1.If you write out pi to two decimal places, 
                            backwards it spells “pie”.                                                                                                   

                          
2. The spiral shapes of sunflowers follow a Fibonacci 
sequence. That’s where you add the two preceding numbers in 
the sequence to give you the next one. So it starts 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 
8, 13, 21, etc. The Fibonacci sequence shows up in nature a fair 
bit. 
 
3. The Fibonacci sequence is encoded in the number 1/89. 
1/89 = 0.01 + 0.001 + 0.0002 + 0.00003 + 0.000005
0.0000008 + 0.00000013 + 0.000000021 + 0.0000000034 etc.
 
4. A pizza that has radius “z” and height “a” has volume Pi × z 
× z × a. 
 
Because the area of a circle is Pi multiplied by the radius 
squared (which can be written out as Pi × z × z). Then you 
multiply by the height to get the total volume. 
 
5. The word hundred is derived from the word “hundredth”, 
which actually means 120 and not 100. 
 
6. 111,111,111 × 111,111,111 = 12,345,678,987,654,321. 
It also works for smaller numbers: 111 × 111 = 12321. 
 
7. In a room of just 23 people there’s a 50% chance that two 
people have the same birthday. 
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14. Likewise, supplanting negative attitudes outside the 
classroom may mean that teachers need to deliberately 
involve parents in school mathematics. 

15. Efforts to mitigate the family/societal impact on 
mathematics anxiety might include the organization of 
family mathematics meetings where activities present 
opportunities to discover mathematical 
information about teaching and reporting 
Berman, 2003).  

16. Another way is to invite parents to be directly involved 
with students in classroom learning activities, to share how 
they use mathematics in their careers, or to participate as a 
coach or mentor for particular students
2000).  

17. Regular mathematics ‘snippets’ in school newsletters or 
email communications explaining the mathematics learning 
occurring in classrooms and ways to support and encourage 
interest in their children may also prompt greater po
parental involvement in school mathematics.

18. Math fairs and exhibitions can be organized at regular 
intervals so that students will get an opportunity to share 
their knowledge and skills with others and such type social 
and academic interaction will minimize anxiety.

Conclusion  
Math anxiety is a construct that obstructs the full growth of the 
student in the math learning activities and inhibits the student 
from approaching mathematics with a sense of confidence and 
pride. The fear complex that is generated by the anxiety will 
have negative consequences on the learning of the student. 
Hence it is imperative to look carry out further studies to 
isolate the specific factors that lead to math anxiety and suggest 
the needed remedial measures to minimi
of math anxiety on students and teachers. The curriculum 
framers too should keep in mind math anxiety while drafting 
the curriculum. 
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Likewise, supplanting negative attitudes outside the 
classroom may mean that teachers need to deliberately 
involve parents in school mathematics.  
Efforts to mitigate the family/societal impact on 
mathematics anxiety might include the organization of 
family mathematics meetings where activities present 
opportunities to discover mathematical content along with 
information about teaching and reporting approaches (Furner & 

Another way is to invite parents to be directly involved 
with students in classroom learning activities, to share how 
they use mathematics in their careers, or to participate as a 
coach or mentor for particular students (Ellsworth & Buss, 

Regular mathematics ‘snippets’ in school newsletters or 
email communications explaining the mathematics learning 
occurring in classrooms and ways to support and encourage 
interest in their children may also prompt greater positive 
parental involvement in school mathematics. 
Math fairs and exhibitions can be organized at regular 

intervals so that students will get an opportunity to share 
their knowledge and skills with others and such type social 

will minimize anxiety. 

Math anxiety is a construct that obstructs the full growth of the 
student in the math learning activities and inhibits the student 
from approaching mathematics with a sense of confidence and 

s generated by the anxiety will 
have negative consequences on the learning of the student. 
Hence it is imperative to look carry out further studies to 
isolate the specific factors that lead to math anxiety and suggest 
the needed remedial measures to minimize the negative effect 
of math anxiety on students and teachers. The curriculum 
framers too should keep in mind math anxiety while drafting 
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While framing the curriculum for teacher education at 

elementary or secondary level, the framers should keep in mind 

mathematics anxiety. Mathematics anxiety should be included 

in the curriculum. If so, then what is the position of the teacher 

educator about the knowledge of mathematics anxiety? Then, 

the curriculum for teacher educators must contain this also. At 

M.Ed. level, instead of so many general papers, one advanced 

methodology paper in the concerned school subject of the 

student must be given top priority. 

గ�త �� �� అ��త�ర శత ��వ� 

�ం� �జయ�మశర� 

9908885391 
��� ఉ�����  

���ం�ద �ర�ల�న�త �ఠ�ల 

���ం�ద, మ��పట�ణం-521001 
 

         �ర�యత అ� �ఖరం �ం� అమృత���రల� వ���� 

���� సం�తం, ��త�ం, నృత�ం �ద�న  �వన�ల పయనం ఎ��.. 

��హం ఎ��ం��... గమ�ం ��ం ��� అ� స���� ���వటం. 

��� �లం ���, అ� మ�� ������న �వ� గమ�ం� ���� 

������.  ���ష�ం �క ���న ఐ� దర��� ��, ��కరణం, 

ఛంద��, ��క�ం, కల���� - ��ల� �ష�ం ��� ��� �ర� ఏఏ 

కర�� ఆచ�ం�� �వ����. �� అం�మ ఫ��న��� క��చరణ� ��, 

�ర, న��ల గణన� �రం�ం� ���ష�ం ���ం�. అం�క� ‘��oగ 

����o గ�తం (���ష�ం) �ర�� ��తం” అ���. ��� �ధన�, సత� 

�ధన� �ణ�న గ���� �వత� ��ం� ఆ� ��ష�త�, ���కత�, 

������, నడత� ఉన� ������ �వ��� ఆ� ��ల� సమ����న� 

అ��త�ర శత �మ��ంజ�. 
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93. ఋణ, తటస� ధ�త�క  : ఋణ, తటస� , ధన 

     స����నమః     స����(��వ�) గల� 

94. ఋ� స����నమః : వక� ��� నడక గల� 

95. ద�ంశ సం���నమః :ద�ంశ�ం� సం�తంగల� 

96. �షర�త స����నమః  : �షర�త స��వంగల� 

97. �ష�త����త �ర�   : �ష��� , అ��తంల�  

     �����నమః      అ�స�ం� ��న� 

98. పం�ంగగణ��నమః : పం�ంగ�న�స�ం�ట,���ం�ట  

                త�� ��ట ��న� 

99. ప���త���నమః : ప��ణ� కల�, ���న� 

100. అప��త స��  : ఎ�� స��� ధ�ం�న� 

      �����నమః  

101. ���ర ��  : ���ర�స�  �ల� ఐన� 

      ���నమః 

102. �జ��న �������నమః : �జగ�తం� ప� ���ంచబ�� 

103. ���రచ�త�క  : ���� చర��� ఉం�� 

       స����నమః   

104. వృ��గణ��నమః  : వ�� ���ం�న� 

105. �నః �న� ������నమః  : �నః �న� ��జన� ��న� 

106. �న� ప�క��������నమః  : అ�క కర��(ప��� య�)  

   ���ల� ��న�/ అ�క   

   ప� �� య� (+, -, x, ÷) ��న� 

107. �� ����� నమః : �స� �ల� �� ఐన� 

108. సకల���ర�  : అ�� �స� �ల�            

       �����నమః        ���షణం ఐన� 
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72. ���నమః  : క� మ పధ� �� �ం�న� 

73. సత������ నమః  : సత��న� మ��ప�/  

       సత�మ� �ప�� ఉం�� 

74. సత� వచ��నమః  : సత�వచన� ���న� 

75. సత��వచ��నమః  : సత� ప� కటన ��న� 

76. అ����నమః  : తన�� ��ం� ప� క�� �లగ�� 

77. �లస����నమః  : సమయ�పం� ఉం�న� 

78. సర��� ��సృ��నమః : సర��స� �ల� ఎ�గబ�న� 

79. అ���నమః  : శ� మ� సం�ర�  ఫ�త���న� 

8౦. �ప������ నమః  : �ప�� ���� న� 

81. కృ��నమః   : �ర��పం� క��ం�న� 

82. �జన��నమః  : �జన�� ఒస�న� 

83. మ������నమః  : �ప���� ���న� 

84. అ���నమః  : ఎప��� �శ� �ంద�� 

85. మ�శ�� ��నమః   : �ప�శ�� � ఇ��న� 

86. అన��నమః  : �పర�త�ౖ న� 

87. �య��నమః  : �య�� క�� న� 

88. �������� నమః  : �త� �� అ�స�ం� ��న� 

89. ఆగమ��త��   : ఆగమన పధ� �� �త� ����న� 

      �ధ��నమః  

9౦. �గమ��త సమ��  : �గమనపధ� �� సమస� ��ం�న� 

     �ధ��నమః    

91. ఘనప��ణ ��ల�   : ఘనప��ణం, �ౖ �ల��ల�   

      �ప��నమః      ���న�  

92. అవ� �����నమః  : హ�� � �ర� �ం�న� 
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1.�ప�� నమః   : ��ల���  ప��� క��న� 

2. ��� �ర�� నమః   : శ� ద� � �రణ�ౖ న�. 

3.����వృ������� నమః : �రణ �ం�న� 

4.�� ����� నమః  : �ధ� �రణ�ౖ న�. 

5. ����సద�� నమః  : ��క �నయం�ం�న�. 

6. శ���ణ����� నమః : శమద�� �ణషట�� ���న� 

7. �� జన��� నమః  : �స� �ల� త��  

8. ��� �� నమః   : ��� � ఇ��న� 

9. మ�రథ� నమః  : మ�రథ�� ���న� 

10. అ���ంధ�ర ������ నమః : అ�� ��� న�ంప��న� 

11. ����� నమః   : ��� � క�గ��న� 

12. ����� నమః   : సం��� � క�గ ��న� 

13. ధృ��� నమః  : ధృ�� (�ౖ ర���) ఇ��న� 

14. ���� నమః  : �త�� ఉం�న� 

15. � ��� నమః  : ల��� ఇ��న� 

16. ��� ������ నమః  : ఆ�ర�� ప� ��ం�న� 

17. �గ ������ నమః  : �గ�ల� ప� ��ం�న� 

18. ఆద�ంతర��� నమః : �ద� �వర ��� 

19. జగ��� నమః  : జగ��  ��� ట� �రణ�ౖ న�.  

        ��� �ష��� ల వ��  �� ��� క,  

       ���ట, మరణం సంభ�ం�� 

20. �జ��� నమః  : �జ�� (స� ల��) ఇ��న� 

21. అర��� జన��� నమః  : అర� �స� �త ఐన� 

22. �న �ంధర���� నమః : �న ��� �� �ల�ౖ న�  

23. �పన ����� నమః  : �పనం(�లత)� �రణ�ౖ న� 

24. ఛం������ నమః  : ఛంద��� ఇ��న� 
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25. తర���కరణ�� ����� నమః : తర� ��కరణ�ల ��� క�  

      �రణ�ౖ న� 

26. క��ణ����� నమః  : క���ల ��� క� �రణ�ౖ న� 

27. ��ళ �స� ��� నమః : ��ళ �స�  ��� క�  

          �రణ�ౖ న� 

28. అనం�� నమః  : ������న� �ల�             

                                               ��ం���� 

29. �ధ�నస ����� నమః : �� �� ల మన��� �వ�ం�� 

30. ��ణ ����� నమః  : అ��ం�� �లత� ఇ��న� 

31. స����� నమః  : అ��ం��/ అంద�� ఆశ� య�ౖ న� 

32. బ��� సంప��� నమః : అ�క �స� �ల� కల�న� 

33. ����మ�ట  : అ�� �స� �ల�   

     ����� నమః              అలం�ర� ఐన� 

34. ���� నమః   : ���� � ���న� 

35. అప��త ��  : ఎ��ర��� ఎ�� �స� �ల� 

     సం���� నమః               �రవ� �ం�న� 

36. గణ���� నమః  : ���ం�ట� ఆ�ర�ౖ న� 

37.గణ���� నమః  : గణ��� ఆ�ర�ౖ న� 

38. సం��� నమః  : సంఖ�ల �ప�న ఉన�� 

39. �ంఖ�క ���� నమః : �ంఖ�క ��� �ర� ఐన�  

40. ������ నమః  : ��న�ల� ఆ�ర� ఐన� 

41. ��ం���� నమః : ��ం��� ఆ�ర�ౖ న� 

42. అనంత�ణ గం��� నమః  : అ�క మం� �ణ�ల� �ల�ౖ న� 

43. �న� �ర�� నమః  : �న��ల� �ల �ప� ఐన� 

44. �ర� ��� నమః  : అ��o�� ఇ��న� 

45. సం���� నమః  : సం�ర� త�� గల� 
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46. అ��ప���� నమః : �ధన� ఆ�ర�ౖ న� 

47. ��� స���� నమః : �ద�� స��ప�ౖ న� 

48. అ��� �����  నమః : అ�ద�� న�ంప��న� 

49. గణన యం���� నమః  : కం��టర� � ఆ�ర�ౖ న� 

50. సర� యం���� నమః   : అ��యం�� ల� ఆ�ర�ౖ న� 

51. సర� తం�� నమః  : అ�� తం�� ల� ఆ�ర�ౖ న� 

52. సర� మం���� నమః : అ�� మం�� ల� ఆ�ర�ౖ న� 

53. ������ నమః  : �� ఖం�ల�, �ఖల� ఉం�న� 

54. �ణ ����� నమః  : �ణ�ల� ���న� 

55. అవ�న�� నమః  : అవ�న�� ఇ��న� 

56. సత���ణ����� నమః  : సత� � �ణ�� ఇ��న� 

57. త��ణ �శ�� నమః : త� �ణ�� న�ంప��� 

58. ���ంత��� నమః : ��� ంత �ప� కల� 

59.�శ� ������ నమః  : �శ�మం� ���ం�న� 

6౦. అ�వృ�� �ర�� నమః : అ�వృ�� � �రణ�ౖ న� 

61. గణన ���� నమః  : ���ం� �స� � 

62. అవ��� నమః  : వ�య� ���  

63. సంభ�� నమః  : స�ష� ం� ప� కటమ��� 

64. ఐశ�ర� ��� నమః  : ఐశ�ర��� ఇ��న� 

65. �� నమః   : �శ� �� న�� ధ�ం�న� 

66. మ����� నమః  : మన��� గ� �ంపద�న� 

67. �శ���నమః  : సర��ల�లం� ఉం�న� 

68. ప���నమః  : అంద�� ప��� ల� ��న� 

69. ధన��నమః  : ధన�� ఇ��న� 

7౦. ����నమః   : అ���కం� �� ష� �ౖ న� 

71. �������నమః  : ���ల దగ� ర ఉం�న� 
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